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Fixed interaction Hamiltonian and (fast) local control

Trotter-Suzuki formula

Can generate new effective Hamiltonian corresponding to different 
system. In particular: any 2-body Hamiltonian for qubits

Many-body interactions:

- simulation of higher dimensional systems (e.g. spin 1) using qubits
- simulation of fermionic systems 

(via mapping to qubits with many-body interactions) 

- fault tolerant adiabatic quantum computation



(a) Higher order terms in Trotter-Suzuki expansion:

(b) Teleportation based method:

use multiparticle entangled states (generated by 2-body interaction) 
as resource to generate many-body Hamiltonian by means of 

teleportation

(c) Graph state encoding:

apply entangling unitary operation U before and after evolution of 
system -> 1- and 2-body interaction terms are transformed into 

many body interaction terms



Graph state encoding

Choice of interaction pattern of U determines resulting interaction. 
U can e.g. chosen to be some arrangement of controlled phase-gates, 

easily implementable in optical lattice set-up. 

Can generate: 
- 3-body Hamiltonian with phase transition

-interacting d-level systems
- plaquette interactions on 2D lattice etc. 



we have investigated the influence of noise to generate many-body 
interactions using various noise models: 

- timing errors in interactions
- phase noise and white noise in interactions

determine bounds & estimates, compare with numerical simulations

Higher order Trotter-Suzuki expansion:
noise in first order, desired Hamiltonian only in higher order -> noise 

increased by orders of magnitude

Graph state encoding:
fixed error independent of time (good for long t simulations)

Teleportation based methods:
Fixed error for each simulation step, 

can use entanglement purification to significantly reduce noise !



Entanglement purification: 
create highly entangled multiparticle states from several copies of 

noisy states via local operations and classical communication

Results:
-obtained optimal protocol to purify thermal graph states

(purification regime, yield)

-established protocol to purify all graph states

-established protocol for optical lattice set-up
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One-way quantum computation
(R. Raussendorf and H.-J. Briegel)

(i) preparation of 2D cluster state of size k x k
(ii) sequence of adoptive one-qubit measurements

(iii) remaining qubits are –up to LU- in desired state               

cluster state serves as universal resource for MQC



Which other states are universal for MQC ?
When is efficient classical simulation of MQC possible ?

Practical relevance: 
- identify easily preparable resources

- identify resources that are stable under noise and decoherence
- identify simplest geometry (is 1D sufficient?)

Fundamental interest:
understand where the power of quantum computation comes from



A state ψ is called a univeral resource for MQC if any quantum state    
can be prepared by a sequence of local operations and classical 

communication (LOCC), i.e.                           .

A state Ψ is a universal resource for measurement based QC if and 
only if                             for every k. 

A universal (set of) states Ψ needs to be maximally entangled with 
respect to all kinds of entanglement. 

(entanglement can only decrease under LOCC)

-> obtain entangelment-based criteria for non-universality <-
If a certain state Ψ does not reach the maximal possible value for 

some entanglement measure, than it can not be universal.



The following states are not universal for MQC

1D cluster states
GHZ states

Graph states corresponding to tree graphs/ with bounded tree width
W states

states with bounded block-wise entropic entanglement 
etc.

at least one of the following measures is not maximal: 
Schmidt-rank width

Geometric measure of entanglement
localizable entanglement

Schmidt measure



(defects in lattice)

If probability for hole p<0.41, then one can show that the state is a 
universal resource fo MQC.

any encoded 2D cluster state (for any encoding) is a universal 
resource for MQC using only LOCC (single-qubit measurements!)

Graph states corresponding to Triangular lattice, Hexagonal lattice or 
Kagome lattice are universal resources for MQC 



Interpretation of Schmidt-rank width:
optimal description of a state in terms of a tree tensor network (TTN)

Find optimal TTN for graph states

Classical simulation of MQC 
MQC on all resource states with bounded Schmidt rank width 

(1D cluster state, GHZ states, tree graphs etc.)
can be efficiently simulated classically

(coincides with criteria for non-universality!)
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(Preparation of graph states – eg. 2D cluster state- by means of cooling)

- N-qubit Graph states cannot be exact, non-degenerate ground 
states of two-body Hamiltonians of a system of N qubits.

- If one allows for auxilliary particles, one can obtain any graph state 
as approximate ground state of a two-body Hamiltonian on the 

enlarged system (gadget construction).



Entanglement detection in many-body systems

-detection of GHZ and W states with linear overhead in system size

-lower bounds on generic entanglement measures from measured  
expectation values

-detection of entanglement using spin-squeezing inequalities
(based on 1st and 2nd moments of collective angular momentum)

-application of entanglement detection methods to experiments 
(trapped ions + linear optics)
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--> Variational ansatz <-

numerical optimization of

( , )G V E=

weighted graph states: edges of graph have weights: 
interesting entanglement features (volume law etc.), long-range correlations, 

highly adjustable to geometry (2D,3D)



generalization of variational WGS method to higher dimensional systems possible

consider 2D Bose-Hubbard model, 4x4, with truncated occupation number 



can combine approach with Matrix product states (DMRG) and other
tensor network structures (TTN,PEPS,MERA)

- time evolution
- mixed state algorithms

-> under development <-
potential applicability to predict experimental results 

(2D Bose- and Fermi- Hubbard models)
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